The Reservoir Function. Functional Evaluation of the Left Atrium by Two-dimensional Strain during Rest and Exercise Stress
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ABSTRACT

Background: According to different guidelines, the echocardiographic evaluation of left atrial function based on dimensions, areas, volumes and diastolic function through pulsed-wave Doppler interrogation is fundamental, as left atrial dilatation has been shown to be a predictor of adverse cardiovascular events. The advent of new echocardiographic techniques has allowed the assessment of atrial deformation (strain) with curves that identify the reservoir, conduit and contractile function. However, there is still no consensus to define left atrial strain by speckle tracking in normal patients and its response with exercise.

Objectives: The aim of this study was to establish the left atrial strain reference value at rest and during peak exercise stress echocardiography in healthy patients and to analyze the relationship between deformation and the E/e’ ratio to assess changes in atrial stiffness.

Methods: This was a descriptive, prospective, observational study, including patients over 18 years of age, with no cardiovascular risk factors or previous history of comorbidities, who underwent an exercise stress echocardiography test between January and March 2017. A Vivid E 95 ultrasound system (GE Healthcare) was used, with 5MS MHz transducer and image acquisition frame rate between 60 and 70 frames per second at rest, and between 80 and 100 during exercise. Loops were obtained in 4-chamber and 2-chamber views, both at rest and at maximum exercise load, and were analyzed offline with EchoPac 201 software. Strain was measured tracing the borders of the left atrium at 1 mm from the mitral valve annulus, and manually adjusting the width of the region of interest to cover atrial wall thickness. The 6 segments were considered for each view and the average value of the curve corresponding to the reservoir was analyzed, as it was the most representative and reproducible. The average E/e’/left atrial strain × 100 ratio was used to calculate atrial stiffness. For the statistical analysis, categorical variables were expressed as percentages; quantitative variables were expressed as mean±SD and compared using paired t test. Significance was established for p <0.05.

Results: Among the 34 patients meeting the inclusion criteria, 3 were excluded due to poor echocardiographic window at rest and 2 during exercise. Mean age of the remaining 29 patients (85% total feasibility) was 50±10.6 years and 16 were men. Intraobserver variability of reservoir calculated at rest and during exercise was 2.2±1.6% and 2.3±2.5%, respectively, and interobserver variability 6±7% and 4.6±4%.

Conclusions: In normal patients it was possible to assess left atrial reservoir function at rest and during maximum exercise stress with a significant increase of deformation and without changes in atrial stiffness.
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RESUMEN

Introducción: El estudio ecocardiográfico de la función global auricular izquierda, según guías, se basa en la medición de dimensiones, áreas, volúmenes y la función diastólica mediante la interrogación con Doppler pulsado. Su importancia es trascendental, ya que su dilatación ha demostrado ser un predictor de eventos cardiovasculares adversos. Con el advenimiento de las nuevas técnicas ecocardiográficas es posible evaluar la mecánica de la deformación de la pared auricular (strain) con curvas que identifican la función de reservorio, conducto y contracción. Sin embargo, aún no hay consenso para definir el valor de strain auricular izquierdo determinado mediante speckle tracking en pacientes normales y su respuesta con el ejercicio. Objetivos: Establecer el valor de referencia de strain auricular izquierdo en pacientes sanos en reposo y durante el pico de un ecosetrés de esfuerzo. Además, analizar la relación de la deformación con la E/e’ para determinar los cambios de rigidez auricular. Metodología: Estudio descriptivo, prospectivo, observacional. Se incluyeron los pacientes mayores de 18 años, sanos, sin factores de riesgo cardiovascular, ni antecedentes patológicos a los que se realizó un ecosetrés con ejercicio entre enero y marzo 2017. Se utilizó un Vivid E 95 (GE Healthcare), con transductor 5MS MHz, con adquisición de las imágenes con un frame rate entre 60 - 70 en reposo y entre 80 - 90 en el esfuerzo. Los loops se obtuvieron en las vistas de 4 cámaras y 2 cámaras, tanto en reposo como a la máxima carga de ejercicio y se analizaron offline (EchoPac Version 201). Para la medición de strain se trazaron los bordes de la AI, a
INTRODUCTION

It is currently recognized that the left atrium (LA) is more than a chamber for the passage of blood flow and that its normal function is essential for the modulation of left ventricular filling. Its function may be divided into three phases: 1) reservoir phase for the venous return during ventricular systole and isovolumic contraction, 2) conduit phase during early diastole and 3) pump phase during atrial contraction, which contributes with 15% to 30% of cardiac output. (1) To achieve these functions, the LA has cylindrical cardiomyocytes, which usually bifurcate at the ends and are connected by intercalated discs, forming syncytia through which the electrical impulse propagates to activate its mechanical action. (2)

The importance of adequate left atrial function has been well established, as its dilatation is a prognostic predictor of different diseases, as transient or permanent cerebrovascular accident, heart failure and atrial fibrillation. (3-5) Therefore, two- and more recently three-dimensional transthoracic echocardiography is essential to assess left atrial function in patients at risk of cardiovascular events.

Today, the study of left atrial function is mainly based on area, volume and diastolic function measurements with pulsed Doppler ultrasound, as established by chamber quantification guidelines. (6) However, the development of new technologies, initially designed to evaluate ventricular function, have provided new tools to analyze atrial myocardial fiber deformation curves in their different phases during the cardiac cycle, allowing a better understanding of atrial function contribution to cardiac mechanics.

Several studies have already defined normal left atrial strain and strain rate values by speckle tracking echocardiography in healthy subjects, (7-9) and although there is as yet no international consensus on these normal values, there are studies showing the usefulness of evaluating atrial mechanical performance as an early predictor of cardiovascular events and of the association between left atrial function at rest and left ventricular filling pressures. (10-14)

Since the beginning of stress echo, new quantitative technologies have been incorporated to decrease the subjectivity of the method and increase diagnostic precision. Several publications have reported the response of left ventricular deformation during exercise and pharmacological stress, but only one recent article published in October 2017 has reported the use of two-dimensional (2D) strain to assess atrial function during exercise stress echo and heart failure with preserved ejection fraction. (19)

The aim of this study was thus to establish the reference value of left atrial strain at rest and during peak exercise stress echo in healthy subjects and analyze the relationship between deformation and the E/e’ ratio to determine changes in atrial stiffness.

METHODS

Patients

All patients over 18 years of age, without cardiovascular risk factors or personal history of disease, referred to the echocardiography laboratory of our institution (Investigaciones Médicas, Buenos Aires) to undergo diagnostic exercise stress echocardiography, were prospectively included in the study between January 2 and March 31, 2017. Patients with suboptimal ultrasound window and those with positive stress echo due to ischemia, or with absence of contractile reserve, or left ventricular diastolic dysfunction were excluded from the study.

Stress echo

An exercise stress echo was performed with supine cycle ergometry. Exercise consisted in 3-minute stages, increasing 25 Watts per stage, to achieve at least 85% of the maximum cardiac heart rate (HR) estimated for patient age (modified Astrand protocol). A complete echocardiographic evaluation of cardiac chamber diameters, areas and volumes and systolic and diastolic function was performed before starting the exercise. A Vivid E 95 (GE Health Care, Milwaukee, USA) ultrasound system, equipped with M5S MHz multi-frequency transducer was used for the studies.
Our conventional institutional protocol of ventricular image acquisition was performed, together with targeted left atrial images in 4- and 2-chamber views at rest and prior to the maximum load achieved by the patient. Baseline images were captured at a frame rate of 60 to 70 per second and during exercise stress between 80 and 90 per second. The values of septal e', lateral e' and the E wave of mitral inflow with the average of the two e’s ratio (E/e'average) were calculated by tissue Doppler echocardiography. The E/e'/LA strain × 100 index was used to assess atrial stiffness and the stiffness/LA volume index was determined. Complete Doppler echocardiography was achieved at rest and during exercise stress, including pulmonary pressure measurements whenever tricuspid valve reflow velocity could be recorded. Simultaneously, a 12-lead electrocardiogram was performed in each patient and blood pressure was measured in each exercise stage.

**Two-dimensional left atrial longitudinal strain**

The analysis of left atrial deformation was performed offline in an EchoPac workstation (GE Healthcare) tracing atrial borders 1 mm below the mitral valve plane, and manually adjusting the region of interest width to the atrial wall thickness of all the segments analyzed.

The onset of the QRS complex was used as reference point for the analysis of left atrial strain. Six segments per view were considered and the strain (%) curves were analyzed in the atrial reservoir phase at rest and at the maximum load attained during exercise. In addition, indexed biplane atrial volumes and E/e’ data were explored to obtain atrial stiffness indexes.

**Statistical analysis**

Continuous variables are expressed as mean ± standard deviation or median and interquartile range, and categorical variables are presented as percentages. Differences between groups for continuous variables with normal distribution were analyzed with Student’s t test for related data. A p value <0.05 was considered as statistically significant. SPSS 18 (SPSS Inc. 5 Chicago, IL) software package was used for statistical analyses.

**Ethical considerations**

The study was evaluated and approved by the institutional Ethics Committee. All patients signed an informed consent before entering the study.

**RESULTS**

**Stress echo**

The patients did not present complications during the exercise stress test.

**Population characteristics**

A total of 550 exercise stress echocardiograms were performed in our laboratory between January 2 and March 31, 2017. Among the 34 patients meeting the inclusion criteria, 3 were excluded due to bad echocardiographic window at rest and 2 during exercise. Mean age of the remaining 29 patients was 50±10.6 years, and 16 were men. Mean HR at rest was 67± 16 beats per minute (bpm) and at maximum exercise load 115±28 bpm.

**Atrial volume, tissue Doppler, strain and stiffness**

Table 1 shows the values of tissue Doppler septal e’, lateral e’, E wave velocity and E/e’ average ratio at rest and exercise stress in 29 patients with normal stress echo. As shown in Table 1, pulmonary artery systolic pressure (PASP) could also be obtained in 27 patients at rest during exercise. Atrial volume indexed by body surface area was calculated from 4-and
2-chamber views, with mean value of 26.6±6.8 ml/m² at rest and 22.1±5.8 ml/m² at maximum load (p=0.009). Mean left atrial longitudinal strain by 4- and 2-chamber speckle tracking echocardiography, calculated from the average of the 12 segments analyzed, was 44.9±7.8 % at rest and 58.9±9.4 % at maximum load (p<0.0001) (Figura 2).

Atrial stiffness and the stiffness/volume ratio at rest were 17.6±6 and 0.82±0.4, respectively and at maximum load 15.8±4.2 and 0.75±0.3, respectively, without significant statistical differences (Figure 3).

**Feasibility and intra and interobserver variability**

The feasibility of measuring atrial strain at maximum load was 85%.

Intraobserver variability of reservoir calculation at rest and exercise stress was 2.2±1.6% and 2.3±2.5%, respectively, and interobserver variability was 6±7% and 4.6±4%, respectively.

**DISCUSSION**

New echocardiographic tools allow the quantification of cardiac mechanics with values comparable to other

Table 1. Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>E cm/s</th>
<th>Septal e’ cm/s</th>
<th>Lateral e’ cm/s</th>
<th>E/e’ average</th>
<th>PASP mmHg</th>
<th>Indexed LA volume ml/m²</th>
<th>Mean LA strain %</th>
<th>Stiffness</th>
<th>Stiffness/Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>67 ± 1.06</td>
<td>75.04 ± 15.69</td>
<td>9.45 ± 3.4</td>
<td>11.2 ± 3.8</td>
<td>7.7 ± 2.2</td>
<td>26.7 ± 8.75</td>
<td>26.6 ± 6.8</td>
<td>44.9 ± 7.8</td>
<td>17.8 ± 6</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>115 ± 28</td>
<td>102 ± 17.99</td>
<td>11 ± 2.0</td>
<td>12 ± 2.1</td>
<td>9.1 ± 1.8</td>
<td>44.18 ± 11.84</td>
<td>22.1 ± 5.8</td>
<td>58.9 ± 9.4</td>
<td>15.8 ± 4.2</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Baseline and peak maximum exercise values of the variables assessed. Left atrial (LA) strain is the mean of the 12 segments analyzed. Stiffness: (E/ e’ / LA strain ×100) HR: Heart rate. PASP: Pulmonary artery systolic pressure.

**Fig. 2.** Mean left atrial strain by speckle tracking in the reservoir phase, comparing baseline and exercise stress at maximum load.

**Fig. 3.** Comparative values of stiffness (E/e’/LA strain ×100) and the Stiffness/Volume index at rest and during exercise stress.

more complex and less available cardiovascular imaging techniques.

Two-dimensional strain, calculated from the analysis of longitudinal deformation, is the most widely used variable to assess left ventricular function. This deformation is the change in length corrected by the original length or the percent change from the initial dimension.

Non-Doppler 2D strain is a novel technique analyzing the movement of natural acoustic markers (speckles) distributed in the myocardium, which allow assessing the magnitude and sense of local wall motion to estimate tissue motion velocity and deformation, independently of the insonation angle.

Classical parameters of diastolic ventricular function are not always premature, and show variations depending on loading conditions and HR, yielding controversial results. Neither are dimension and volume calculations useful to assess atrial function when patient evaluation with subclinical disease is attempted, as they are frequently non-pathological. In most cases these measurements are only altered when the patient presents morphological changes of the LA. Therefore, different investigators, as Dr. Jae Oh et al. (20) have started to use left atrial longitudinal strain by speckle tracking to calculate atrial stiffness indices. These indices have been analyzed and reproduced with great feasibility by other authors, as Dr. Héctor Deschle et al., who published his experience in asymptomatic, young, hypertensive patients, and also studied the new stiffness/LA volume ratio index. (21)

Previous descriptions have been reported on left atrial behavior in resting normal conditions, (22) but
we thought it was important to assess its conduct during exercise stress echocardiography in healthy subjects.

Exercise stress echocardiography has shown to be useful not only for the diagnosis of ischemic heart disease, but also in many other diseases, with the advantage of providing more information of the patient’s hemodynamic condition than pharmacological studies. (23)

The aim of the present study was to establish the reference value of left atrial strain in healthy subjects at rest and at peak exercise stress. In addition, strain was compared with other important parameters, as the relationship of deformation with E/e’ to establish changes in atrial stiffness.

Numerous studies have evaluated diastolic function by means of the relationship between the E wave of mitral valve inflow and the average tissue velocity at the level of the septal and lateral mitral valve anulus, both at rest and during exercise. (24, 25) It has also been shown that patients with decreased strain have lower exercise capacity, equivalent to an increase in E/e’. (26)

In the present work we observed a significant increase in the E/e’ ratio during exercise stress from 7.7±2.2 to 9.1±1.8 (p=0.003), but within values considered normal. It is known that an E/e’ increase above 13 or 14 is a parameter of diastolic dysfunction, with prognosis similar to an ischemic response, and with high rate of complications during evolution. (27, 28)

The values of global left atrial strain correlate well with Doppler echocardiography indices, representing atrial and ventricular diastolic function. Therefore, it was expected that in healthy individuals assessed at rest and exercise stress, the increase of left atrial function evaluated by 2D strain was manifested as normal E/e’ ratio and atrial stiffness, and with adequate increase in pulmonary artery pressure during stress (see Table 1).

We consider that the analysis of left atrial myocardial deformation during exercise stress could provide in the future valuable and early information for the diagnosis of numerous diseases. But, as it could probably have a very different performance in patients with ischemic response, it was first necessary to know the behavior in normal subjects.

Our results showed that left atrial reservoir reserve by 2D strain was feasible and reproducible.

It was seen that mean left atrial reservoir deformation was 44.9±7.8% at rest, similar to the value of 46.17±10.05% reported by Deschle et al. (21) and slightly more elevated than the one (39.6±7.8%) referred by Mondillo et al. (29)

Concordant values have been reported by other authors calculating reservoir strain from fewer segments because they exclude the atrial roof, as in the study of J. P. Sun et al. which reported an average strain of 46.8±7.7% (7). Moreover, other authors also discarded the interatrial septum, (21) while in our study we incorporated the 6 segments per chamber analyzed, following the recommendations of S. Mondillo’s Italian group. (29)

An average increase of 15 percent points between rest and peak exercise, from 44.9±7.8% to 58.9±9.4%, revealed that healthy individuals have an important left atrial reservoir reserve.

A very recent work published by investigators of the University of Milan, also registered an increase ranging from 31±5.6% to 39±8% in 4-chamber views during exercise stress in normal controls, showing the relevance of determining left atrial strain during exercise as a novel parameter of left atrial dysfunction limiting exercise capacity. (19)

In the present study we also evaluated left atrial stiffness as the increase in pressure required to elicit a certain rise in volume, and the value of 17.8±6 was similar to the one (19.9±4) reported by Deschle et al., the small difference probably related with patient age (50±10.6 years vs. 43.72±5.02 years).

It is known that a decrease of ventricular contractile reserve evaluated by strain, assessed with either pharmacological or exercise stress echo plays an important prognostic role in different scenarios, as heart failure with preserved ejection fraction and normal values at rest, (30) coronary artery disease and heart valve disease patients. (31-33)

In our laboratory, we are now focused in determining what happens with left atrial remodeling, expressed by changes in strain during exercise in elite athletes and in patients with hypertension, heart valve disease, ischemia and heart failure with preserved ejection fraction. This is the new challenge.

Limitations
A limitation of this study is the small number of patients, because as it is a highly specialized diagnostic center, the number of normal individuals that could be analyzed in the study period was not very high.

The left ventricular algorithm available in the workstations was used to calculate left atrial strain, as there is no specific software dedicated to the atrium.

Strain by speckle tracking was assessed only in the reservoir phase of the LA since, among the three phases of left atrial function it is the longest one, with good feasibility and reproducibility.

The onset of the QRS complex was used as reference point for left atrial strain analysis, whereas other authors postulate the p wave to start tracing the strain curves. (11) We computed the average of the 6 atrial walls although different works discarded the atrial roof due to the discontinuity produced by the entry of the pulmonary veins and in others, the interatrial septum was not considered as it shared the structure with the right atrial chamber; (7, 21) however, our results were not different from these works.

The images to calculate left atrial deformation were acquired during exercise in supine position prior
to peak stress, so the HR was not always the maximum achieved by the patient.

Technically, the analysis of 2D longitudinal deformation depends on the ultrasound window, so elevated HR usually generates artifacts and lower quality images for post-processing.

CONCLUSIONS

The assessment of the left atrial reservoir function at rest and during exercise was feasible and reproducible in healthy subjects, with a significant increase of strain but without changes in atrial stiffness with exercise.
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